
Grade   6   Learning   from   Home:   
Week   2   Wednesday   

Here   is   your   learning   to   complete   whilst   you   are   at   home   today.    If   you   have  
any   questions   please   feel   free   to   send   your   teacher   an   email   via   Compass   or  

Google   Classroom.    Have   a   wonderful   day   of   learning.  
 

Reading   (Approx   20   mins   Task(s)   +   30mins   Independent   Reading)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:   
To   identify   the   features   of    a   range   of   non-fiction   texts  
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  
Identify   the   structure   of   different   non   fiction   texts,   for   example,   poster,   flyers  
brochures   and   how   these   features   help   me   understand   what   I   am   reading  
 
 
 
 

Activity   
 

On   your   Reading   Slide:   
  
Think   about   and   record    as   many   non   fiction   texts   that   you    can   think   of.   Then  
check   using   Google   or   KIDDLE   (kidsafe   browser)   and    add   all   the   different   types  
of   non   fiction   texts   to   your   list   that   you   haven’t   already   thought   of.   
 
Read   the   text   on   ‘Seatbelts’   which   will   be   uploaded   to   your   Google   Classroom.   
  
Copy   the   questions   onto   your   Reading   slide   then   record   your   answers.   This   activity  
will   help   you   understand   the   features   and   purpose   of   non   fiction   texts   and   how  
they   help   you   make   sense   of   what   you   are   reading.  
 
After   this   you   are   to   complete   30mins   of   Independent   Reading   and   complete   a  
Track   or   work   on   your   Reading   Goal.  
 
Access   Reading   Eggspress   and   complete   your   assigned   activities   

 

Writing   (Approx   30   -   40mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:    To   revise   and   edit   my   persuasive   text  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

- revise   my   work   to   make   it   more   persuasive  
- edit   my   work   so   it   reads   fluently   
- used   the   ARMS   and   CUPS   technique   to   improve   my   writing  
- effectively   include   colour,   graphics,   photos   and   statistics   when   I   publish  

Activity  
 

As   you   now   have   typed   your   persuasive   piece   on   your   chosen   topic   it   is   time   for  
you   to   revise   and   edit   your   work.   
 
Firstly,   focus   on   Revising.   To   do   this   refer   to   the   ARMS   technique.   Remember   this  



 

could   take   several   readings   and   you   could   always   ask   someone   at   home   to   read  
it   or   follow   with   you   as   you   work   through   the   A,   then   the   R   and   so   on.   This   will   help  
your   piece   read   and   sound   more   effective  
 
A:   Add    -   do   I   need   to   add   any   more   details   to   support   my   arguments?   Do   I   need  
to   add   a   word   (such   as   a   transition   word)   to   strengthen   my   points?  
 
R:   Remove   -    do   I   need   to   remove   a   word   or   passage?   Is   there   anything   that  
doesn’t   make   sense   or   that   is   repetitive?  

   M:   Move   -    do   I   need   to   move   an   idea,   word   or   argument   to   another   part   of   the  
text?   Is   there   a   word   that   would   be   stronger   somewhere   else?  

   S:   Substitute   -    Is   there   a   better   word   than   the   one   I   have?   Is   there   a   better   way   to  
present   my   idea   (e.g.   a   rhetorical   question,   sensory   language,   etc.)  

Secondly,   it   is   time   to   refer   to   the   CUPS   technique   where   you   now   focus   on  
capital   letters,   punctuation   and   your   spelling.   Remember,   when   you   read   it   just   to  
focus   on   your   spelling,   you   can   read   your   piece   backwards,   it   will   help   you   focus  
on   the   words.   
 
C:   Captialisation    -   have   I   included   correct   capitalisation?   Names,   places,   start   of  
sentences,   etc.  

   U:   Understanding   -    does   it   make   sense?   Do   I   understand   the   sentences/words?  

   P:   Punctuation   -    does   it   have   correct   punctuation?   i.e.   full   stops,   commas,  
question   marks,   etc.  

   S:   Spelling   -    Is   the   spelling   correct?   If   not,   use   spelling   strategies   to   fix-up.  

Use   the    Persuasive   Checklist    to   make   sure   you   have   included   everything.  
 
Now   you   have   a   final   persuasive   piece   completed.   To   assist   with   your   publishing,  
consider   what   you   could   add   to   enhance   your   piece.   Could   you   make   the   title  
more   eye-catching?   Could   you   add   photos,   diagrams   or   statistics   from   your  
research?   Even   a   border?  
 
Early   Finishers:    Writer’s   Notebook:    If   you   complete   early,   take   the   time   to  
generate   an   idea   on   a   Google   Slide   after   you   Persuasive   Piece   that   could   be  
turned   into   a   written   piece   in   the   future.   

 

Number    (Approx   30   -40   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:    To   identify   prime   numbers  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  
-   Understand   what   prime   numbers   are  
-   Identify   prime   numbers  

Activity   
 

On   your   Numeracy   Slide:  
 
Click   on   the   link   and   complete   the   questions:  
https://au.ixl.com/math/year-5/identify-factors  
 

https://au.ixl.com/math/year-5/identify-factors


Then,   watch   the   video   posted   on   Google   Classroom   about   what   a   prime   number  
is.  
 
Then,   screenshot   the   hundreds   chart   on   Google   Classroom,   add   to   your   Google  
Slide   and   shade   all   the   prime   numbers   you   can   find.  
 
After   you   have   finished,   If   you   want,   have   a   go   at   this   activity.   The   first   one   has  
been   done   for   you   as   an   example.  

 
 
 
Go   onto   Mathletics   and    complete   assigned   tasks    and   remember   you’re   aiming  
for   1000   points   a   week.   
 

 

Personal   and   Social   Learning    (Approx   20   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:     To   investigate   the   concepts   of   positive   and   negative   self   talk  

  Success   Criteria:  
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

-identify   positive   self   talk  

-identify   negative   self   talk  

 

Activity   
 
 

Last   term   we   looked   at   positive   and   negative   emotions   and   strategies   to   cope  

with   these   emotions.  

Positive   Self-talk   is   an   important   strategy   for   coping   with   negative   thoughts,  

emotions   and   events.  

 

Example:  

     I   might   miss   a   catch   and   tell   myself,   ‘nice   try’,   or   I   might   tell   myself,   ‘clumsy   idiot,  
you   are   letting   the   team   down’.  
‘Nice   try’   is   positive   self-talk   and   will   show   you   are   resilient.  
‘Clumsy   idiot,   you   are   letting   the   team   down’   is   negative   self-talk   and   will   make  



you   feel   a   lot   more   upset.  
  This   talk   we   do   in   our   head   is   called   our   ‘self-talk’   and   it   makes   a   big   difference   to  

how   we   cope   with   the   challenges   that   come   our   way.   Using   positive   self-talk   can  

help   us   get   through   challenging   times   and   to   maintain   our   determination   and  

effort.  

   On   your   Personal   and   Social   Learning   Slide:   

Draw   up   a   table   and   write   down   examples   of   positive   and   negative   self-talk.   Think  

about   ones   that   you   have   said   and    also   what   you   have   heard   other   people   say.  

 

Positive   self   talk   Negative   self   talk  

I   can   do   this.  
 
I’ll   try   again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I   can’t   do   this.  

This   is   too   hard.  

 

 


